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RMS900-106254 & RMS900-106773 Instructions
2012-2020 Polaris ATVs & UTVs  |  Dual Output Stator & Series Regulators Kit

Follow these nine (9) steps to install your new Dual Output Stator Kit:

01 Remove original 
voltage regulator 02 Install new Series 

voltage regulators 03 Install and route 
wiring harnesses 04 OPTIONAL : Cut 

wiring harness  

05 Connect harnesses 
to battery 06 Locate and access 

the stator cover 07 Remove the stator 
cover 08 Install new stator 

in side cover 

09
Reinstall side cover 
and connect wiring 
harness 

RMSTATOR’s Dual Output Stator Kit works on all RZR 

900/1000s and many ATV models, and completely solves 

charging system reliability issues. This system uses the OEM 

flywheel with a specially designed dual output stator to 

produce the same 650 watts of power as the original char-

ging system. The dual independent three phase stator win-

dings are each routed through their own high quality wiring 

harness to separate highly efficient series voltage regulators. 

The dual voltage regulators then charge the battery in pa-

rallel, sharing the load evenly. You get the same output as 

your OEM system, with an easy installation that does not 

require removal of the flywheel. This will provide you with 

ultimate peace of mind and confidence in your charging sys-

tem.

Note that these installation instructions are illustrated using 

a 2017 Polaris Sportsman 570 ATV. The same general instal-

lation steps are required on any RZR or ATV models this kit 

applies to. You may need to refer to your Factory Service 

Manual, or see our videos on YouTube or RMSTATOR.com 

for more detailed instructions related to your specific model.

System Diagram
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STEP 01

STEP 02

Locate the original voltage regulator on your vehicle. On 
many ATV, and some later RZR models it is mounted in front 
of the radiator. On many RZR models it is located near the 
driver side rear fender in front of the axle, underneath the 
floor. It may be located elsewhere on some models. 

Trace the wiring harness exiting the regulator and unplug it 
from the stator connection. On ATV models this is usually in 
the center of the vehicle in front of the motor. On RZR models 
this is usually in front of the motor and can be accessed from 
the rear side of the vehicle (easier with vehicle on a jack, and 
rear wheels removed), or from the motor maintenance access 
panel inside the center back of the cab. 

Find the battery side of the connection, it will either be 
plugged into a mating connector on the vehicle harness, or 
use ring terminals that connect directly to the battery or a 
junction block with threaded studs. Disconnect the battery 
connection for the regulator.

Remove the original voltage regulator from the vehicle.

Determine mounting location for 2 new voltage regulators. 
Ideal locations are away from mud, dirt and debris that can 
come up from underneath the vehicle, and have as much 
airflow as possible. Mounting to a metal surface is preferred. 

However, the included series type voltage regulators are 
small, efficient, cool, and extremely durable in use, and can be 
mounted in any location and orientation. Drill new mounting 
holes and secure firmly to new mounting location.

Remove original 
voltage regulator 

Install new Series 
voltage regulators 

Connect the included wiring harnesses to each voltage 
regulator. Each harness has keyed and locking connectors, so 
they cannot be plugged in incorrectly. Route wiring harness 
in safe areas along vehicle where it can be secured. End with 
stator connector near it’s mating connector exiting the motor. 

STEP 03 Install and route 
wiring harnesses 
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At this point, depending on your regulator mounting location 
you may have extra length in the harness. You can safely coil 
and tie up the extra length in the harness if you prefer. Or 
you can follow optional Step 04 to cut the harness to your 
desired length at the regulator connector end, and crimp on 
included new terminals.

Depending on your stator connector location, you may need to 
remove the Red and Black battery connection wires from the 
sleeving. Route the battery connection wires to the junction 
block or battery terminals area depending on where you 
would like to make this connection. If you are NOT modifying 
the length of your wiring harnesses, skip to Step 05. If you 
ARE modifying the length of your wiring harnesses, proceed 
to Step 04.

STEP 04 
This step is optional for a custom installation. The wiring 
harnesses include with this kit are very long to allow voltage 
regulator installation in any location on the vehicle, and still 
offer a plug and play connection. If you prefer, you can modify 
the wiring harnesses to your desired length for a customized 
installation.

Make sure both of your wiring harness stator connectors 
are routed right to the existing stator connector exiting the 
motor. Make sure your battery connection ring terminals are 
routed to the junction block or battery area. Do not connect 
terminals to battery, as you will be cutting the other end of 
this wire, and you don’t want to risk shorting out the battery.

Disconnect wiring harness connectors from both new voltage 
regulators. Pull all slack in the wiring harness wires to the 
voltage regulator side, making sure the stator and battery 
connections stay in place. Cut off the excess wire to desired 
length at the voltage regulator connections. 

Crimp on included new terminals to each wire (RMSTATOR 
has crimping tool available, part number RM10002), and insert 
terminals into voltage regulator connectors. Plug connectors 
back into voltage regulators. 

You can use the excess sleeving material you cut off to 
sleeve the battery connection wires separately if you prefer, 
depending on your custom routing of the wiring harness.

[OPTIONAL] Cut wiring 
harness to desired length 
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STEP 05

STEP 06

Connect the Red wires to Battery Positive terminal or junction 
block stud, and Black wires to Battery Negative terminal or 
junction block stud.

Locate the stator side cover of the motor on the right side 
of the vehicle with stator wiring exiting the cover. On ATV 
models you will likely need to remove the seat fairings, 
footwells, etc to gain clear access. On RZR models, the stator 
cover is usually accessible just by removing the passenger 
side rear tire. Having the car on a jack to remove this tire will 
let the suspension drop down, improving access. 

Connect wiring harnesses 
to battery 

Locate and access 
the stator cover 

Remove stator side cover. On all models, this requires 
removing the crank position sensor mounted to the top of 
the cover. On ATV models, this may require draining the 
coolant, and removing the water pump cover. It may also 
require loosening the rear brake master cylinder. Follow 
factory service manual procedure, or refer to our video on 
YouTube for specifics. There is no need to drain the oil to 
remove this cover, though you may lose a few drops of oil 
from the flywheel and stator. However, it is an excellent time 
to do an oil change!

STEP 07 Remove the 
stator cover 

STEP 08 Install new stator 
in side cover 

Remove three mounting bolts, and wire retainer from side 
cover. Remove old stator from sidecover. Install new dual 
output stator, being careful of wire routing under the wire 
retainer. Use Loctite on mounting bolts.
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STEP 09 
Reinstall side cover on motor. Make sure to reattach all 
loosened or removed components, including crank position 
sensor, rear brake master cylinder, water pump, etc. If water 
pump removal was necessary, make sure to refill and bleed 
cooling system per factory service manual.

Connect both wiring harness stator connectors to new stator 
connectors. Each wiring harness connector can be connected 
to EITHER stator connector.  Make sure wiring harness and 
connections are routed safely away from any hot (exhaust 
and engine) or moving (driveshaft) components that could 
damage the harness.

Reassamble any other remove parts of vehicle (wheels, 
fairings, etc).

The display on most of these models has a built in voltmeter 
function, making it very easy to monitor the charging system. 
Start the motor and monitor the voltage. You should see 13-
14.5 V at idle, 14-15V at 5000+ RPM. Once you check your 
system for correct operation…  GO RIDE!

Reinstall side cover and 
connect wiring harness 


